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Abstract
We consider the problem of providing delay bounds to reserved traffic in high-speed input-
queued switches. We assume that the matrix of bandwidth demands is known and we use the now
standard approach of decomposing this matrix into a convex combination of permutation matrices.
Our problem therefore reduces to the problem of constructing a schedule for these permutation
matrices.
In this paper we derive delay bounds for four algorithms that are based on probabilistic tech-
niques. For each algorithm we first place tokens randomly in continuous time for each permutation
matrix. If the  th token that appears corresponds to permutation matrix  then we schedule ma-
trix


in the  th time slot. The algorithms differ in how the random token processes are defined.
For two of the algorithms we are able to perform a derandomization so as to obtain deterministic
schedules.
We show through numerical computation that in many situations the resulting delay bounds
are smaller than the previously best-known delay bounds of Chang, Chen, and Huang [1].
Index terms: Input-queued switches. Decomposition-based schedules. Delay bounds.
1 Introduction
In recent years there has been a great deal of work on scheduling algorithms for input-queued switches.
The key feature of an input-queued switch is that at each time step, each input can be connected to at
most one output and each output can be connected to at most one input. The aim of the scheduler is

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to determine how to configure the switch at each time step so as to provide high throughput and low
delays for the arriving packets.
Most of the previous work has concentrated on providing stability or 100% throughput for the
switch. A scheduler is said to be stable if the queues remain bounded as long as the load on each port
is less than the capacity of that port. Algorithms that provide stability generally fall into two cate-
gories depending on whether or not we know the arrival rates for each input-output pair in advance.
For the case in which we do know the arrival rates we can decompose the rate matrix into a convex
combination of permutation matrices. If the scheduler configures the switch according to this de-
composition then we have stability. We refer to these schedulers as decomposition-based schedulers
(e.g. [1, 2, 3]). Specific algorithms for performing the decomposition can be derived from results of
Birkhoff [4] and von Neumann [5]. Note that the schedule can be computed in advance of the arriving
traffic and hence it is acceptable for the calculation to have significant complexity.
For the case of high-speed optical switches it is reasonable to assume that the arrival rates are
known to us because such switches are likely to be deployed in the core of networks where traffic
engineering using MPLS is becoming more prevalent. Switches that support MPLS must be able
to provide bandwidth guarantees for certain input-output pairs. For each MPLS path that passes
through input  and output  on a switch, the switch will be required to reserve bandwidth for the
path between these two ports. Another justification that the input rates are known can be found with
Expedited Forwarding (EF) in the context of differentiated services [6]. There it is commonplace to
assume the network is engineered such that the load of EF traffic at each node is bounded by some
configured value.
For the case in which we do not know the arrival rate matrix in advance then most of the stable
schedulers set up a bipartite graph whose edge weights correspond to the queue sizes of the corre-
sponding input queues. At each time step the scheduler finds an (approximate) maximum-weight
matching in this graph and configures the switch accordingly. These schedulers are sometimes known
as maximum weight matching (MWM) type schedulers (e.g. [7, 8, 9, 10]). Note that an MWM sched-
uler must operate in real-time since it needs access to queue information and hence it must have
extremely low complexity.
More recently, attention has been paid to the problem of minimizing the delay experienced by
packets passing through an input-queued switch. Leonardi et al. [11] analyzed the MWM algorithm
and showed that the mean delay through an arbitrary pair of input-output ports of a switch with 
input and  output ports, uniformly loaded to 	
 , is bounded by 		 . A related work is
that of Shah and Kopikare [12] who observe that for uniform Bernoulli arrivals to the switch with the
scheduling policy that at each time slot takes a matching uniformly at random from the entire set of
ﬁﬀ matchings, the expected delay is ﬂﬃ !"	 . Note that this is smaller than the bound obtained
in [11].
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In [1] Chang, Chen, and Huang showed how to derive worst-case deterministic delay bounds
for a Birkhoff-von Neumann schedule in which the permutation matrices are scheduled according to
Packetized Generalized Processor Sharing (PGPS) [13] such that at the time a matrix is served it is
placed as a new arrival into the PGPS system.
In this paper we consider delay bounds for decomposition-based schedules. We show that by using
probabilistic techniques we are able to tighten the bounds of [1] for the worst case input-output pairs
in many scenarios. We use the term “probabilistic techniques” rather than “randomized algorithms”
since for two of our algorithms we are able to derandomize the random processes so as to obtain
deterministic algorithms.
It is interesting to observe that for a node to support EF it needs to conform to a rigorous definition
of the per-hop-behavior (Packet Scale Rate Guarantee with rate # and latency $ ; see [14]). Our work
can be viewed as calculating what the value of the latency $ would be for an input-queued switch.
Before we present our algorithms and results in detail we must present some notation and our goals.
Assumptions and Notation
We consider an &%' switch. Let 	)(+* be the bandwidth that needs to be reserved between input  and
output  , normalized by the link rate. Let , be the matrix whose - entry is 	.(/* . We refer to , as
the rate matrix. For the majority of this paper we consider the case in which , is a doubly stochastic
matrix, i.e.
(
	)(+*102 and
*
	)(+*302 . This corresponds to the case in which the entire bandwidth
of the switch is reserved. However, we shall sometimes consider the substochastic case in which we
only have
(
	
(+*ﬃ4
 and
*
	
(+*ﬃ4
 . In this case the residual bandwidth of the switch could be used
by best effort traffic.
By standard results of Birkhoff and von Neumann (see e.g. [1]) we can decompose the matrix ,
into a convex combination of permutation matrices,
, 0
5
7689

,
;:
where < 4 >=?@BA? . Here, ,  is a permutation matrix (a CD matrix with exactly one “1” in each
row and column),
9
 is the rate of matrix ,  and
5
768
9

0E . Let F (+* be the set of matrices in the
decomposition that have a  in the - position. Then 	.(+*G0 7HJILKNM
9

. Our aim is to create a schedule
in which exactly one of the permutation matrices is scheduled in each time slot. Input-output pair -
is served whenever a matrix from the set F(/* is scheduled. Hence we require that a matrix from F(+* is
scheduled approximately once every   	)(+* time slots.
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Figure 1: (Top) The token process. de is the time at which the f th token appears. ghe is the type of
the fciJj token, i.e. if the f th token corresponds to permutation matrix ,  then g!ek0ml . (Bottom) The
corresponding schedule.
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The class of the schedulers that we consider can be formulated by the following unifying frame-
work. We first place tokens for each matrix ,  in continuous time. We schedule matrix ,  in time
slot f if the f th token to appear corresponds to matrix ,  . (See Figure 1).
More formally, we associate with ,  a counting process x  defined on y . For any interval
z|{
y , x

z
equals the number of tokens for ,  that land in interval z . We require that x  has
intensity
9

, i.e. }~x Q C : iJ iG0
9

.
We define the superposition process x z 0
5
>68
x

z
to which there is an associated point
process deŁeqq defined on y . Next, let ﬂg!eŁeqq be the sequence of marks such that g!e]0|l if and
only if the f -th point of the superposition point process, de , belongs to x  . Notice that we do not
assume that deŁe is a simple point process; if the points coincide then the ties are broken according
to some rule. Let xS(+*
z be the number of tokens for input-output pair - that land in the interval z , i.e.
xS(+*
z
0
7HI;KM
x

z
. Likewise, let x
(+*
z be the number of tokens that land in z , but do not belong to
F(+* .
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The schedule is given by the sequence ﬂg!eŁe . If for any given f , g!e0l , then the matrix ,  is
scheduled in the f th slot. We say the f th token is of type l . Notice that by taking g!e)-e we in fact
construct a non-idle schedule. A key feature of this schedule is,
Observation 1 The total number of slots in which input-output pair - can be served during the time
slots f : fAm : s7sns : fA is equal to xS(+*  de : dce
y@
 .
Service Characterization
We give different characterizations of the service offered to an arbitrary input-output pair - . Infor-
mally speaking, we would like xS(+*  dce : de
y@
 to be close to 	)(+* . The following is the simplest, but
weakest, service characterization: for some fixed fC and C ,  (/*8 mC ,

xS(/*

dce
:
de
y@
	)(+*; 
(/*
8
b¡
s (1)
If the above event holds with probability ¢£ , a probabilistic interpretation of the service offered is:
for fixed  one picks at random a slot f , then, the number of slots given to the input-output pair - in
the next  slots is at least 	.(/*;¤¥ (+*8  with probability ¦D£ .
A natural extension of the above characterization is by requiring for some fixed fC and  (/*
=
mC ,
n§
G¨
w©&xS(+*

de
:
dce
y@
ª	.(+*L¤¥
(+*
=
¡
s (2)
The strongest guarantee is offered by requiring, for some fixed  (+*
t
C ,
n§
eqq
§
ﬃ¨
«©¬xS(+*

dce
:
de
y@
	)(+*; 
(/*
t
b¡
s (3)
If this event holds then we lower bound the service offered to input-output pair - over any interval of
time slots. In particular, it can be seen that ­¢¤®«0	 (+* ¤2 (+*
t
 is a strict minimum service curve
offered to the - th pair (see Proposition 1.3.6, Section 1.3.2, [15]). The service curve is “rate-latency”
with rate 	)(+* and latency  (+*
t
.
The service characterizations introduced so far bound how much the service offered is behind the
service that would be offered by an idealistic fluid system (which would serve 	.(+* bits in  slots).
Thus, these service characterizations bound the lateness of the scheduler. Analogous characterizations
can be established to bound the earliness; one only needs to reverse the inequalities in the above
definitions, and replace minus with plus in the rate-latency functions. Small earliness of the schedule
is desirable to reduce burstiness at the output of the switch.
What Can We Compute from the Service Characterizations?
Consider an arbitrary input-output port pair - . Let ¯°(+*  f²± be number of the bits that arrive in  C : f¢± at
input port  and are destined for output port  . Then, by the result known for variable-capacity nodes
5
(see [15], Sec. 1.3.2, also Sec. 4.3.2), we know that the number of bits in  C : f¢± observed at the output
port  that originate from  , ¯S³
(+*

f¢± , satisfies,
¯
³
(+*

f¢±0 ¬~´
8¶µ

µ
e

¯G(+*

®±@A¥xS(+*

d

:
dce)±
s
In particular, suppose that the arrivals are ·Ł(+* : 	)(+* -bounded, i.e., ¯G(+*  f¢±nD¯G(/*  ± 4 	.(+*L¤f¬QA·ﬁ(+*
for all  4 f . Then, the following is a classical network calculus result.
Fact 2 The backlog of ﬂ packets waiting for service at the switch is at most · (+* A¸	 (+*  (+*
t
. If FIFO
scheduling is used within the aggregate of - packets then the maximum delay for these packets is at
most ·ﬁ(+*JJ	.(+*hA¥
(+*
t
.
If · (+* 0C (i.e. the arrivals are bounded by a idealized fluid system of rate 	 (/* ) then the packet delay
is bounded by  (+*
t
(assuming FIFO scheduling within the aggregate). However, in a perfect schedule
for - , a matrix in F(+* would appear exactly once every   	)(+* time slots. In this case the packet delay
would be nJ	.(+* . Hence, if ·Ł(+*G0C we have,
worst case packet delay
optimal packet delay
4
	.(+*J
(+*
t
s
For these reasons our objective is to keep  (+*
t
small.
Algorithms and results
Our algorithms will be divided into two types, frame-based and non-frame-based. Suppose that for
some fixed integers ¹  and º ,
9

0¹

@º
s (We note that this is always possible if the
9

are rational.)
We can compute a schedule for the interval  C : º¦ that contains exactly ¹  occurrences of the permuta-
tion matrix   and then simply repeat this schedule for all subsequent intervals of length º . We call
such a schedule a frame-based schedule of length º . Notice that the frame length º and number of the
permutation matrices < are related as <»0mºª¼¹ , where ¼¹ is the arithmetic mean of ¹  , l½0¾ : sns7s : < .
Typically, º would be larger than < .
If the schedule is not periodic in the above way then we say that it is non-frame-based. For a
non-frame-based schedule we have to define it explicitly in the entire interval  C :n¿  .
In [1], Chang et al. propose a non-frame-based algorithm in which the permutation matrices are
scheduled according to a PGPS [13] system that is fed with its own departures (which is initialized
such that all tokens arrive at time C ). In our setting, this corresponds to placing the f th token for
matrix ,  at time f¦
9

. More formally, for each l¬0 : s7sns : < ,
x
Q
C
:
iJ¦0
e@q
ÀLÁ
nÂ Ã

f
9


s
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Chang et al. show that for this algorithm,

(+*
t
4 ½~´

<
	)(+*
:BÄ
F(/*
Ä
	.(/*
Am<Åm ±
s (4)
The aim of our work is to show that by using probabilistic techniques, it is possible to tighten this
bound in many scenarios.
Our results are as follows.
1. We begin in Section 3.1 with an extremely simple frame-based scheduler in which the tokens
for the permutation matrices in a frame are randomly permuted. We call this the Random
Permutation scheduler. We require that (3) holds with probability ﬃÆ£ and we show that as
º'Ç
¿
, the latency  (/*
t
satisfies,

(+*
t
Ç ¯

	.(/*
m º
: (5)
where ¯ is a constant depending on £ . For  (+*
=
the same expression holds, with ¯ 0
8
=
}´
8
È
.
2. In Section 3.2 we present a deterministic frame-based algorithm. We require that (3) holds with
probability  and we show that,

(/*
t
4
Ä
F(+*
Ä
	)(+*
AmÉ?A ?@<}´ÊÉ?ﬁºUAmJ
s (6)
We derive this algorithm from a randomized algorithm in which the f th token for matrix , 
is placed at time Ë  A'f¦
9

where Ë  is chosen uniformly at random from  C :  
9

 . We call
this the Random-Phase Periodic Competition scheduler. We then show how to derandomize this
scheduler to obtain a deterministic algorithm using the method of conditional probabilities [16].
In Section 4 we show that in many scenarios, (6) is significantly smaller than (4), largely due to
the presence of the square-root in (6).
3. In Section 3.3 we present a deterministic non-frame-based algorithm. We require that (3) holds
with probability  and we show that,

(+*
t
4

	)(+*
?
Ä
F(+*
Ä
}´«ÌmAm?AÍ ?@<Î}´«Ì]
: (7)
where Ì¾0A Ï?@ = AD?@¦¬~´ 
9

 . This algorithm is derived from a randomized algorithm
in which the f th token for matrix ,  is placed uniformly at random in the interval  ¤fÆ
Jb
9
;:
f¦
9

 . We call this the Random-Distortion Periodic Competition scheduler. By using
the method of conditional probabilities we are able to derandomize this scheduler although the
analysis is more complex than it was for the random-phase scheduler since we now have to
consider the entire interval  C :n¿  instead of a finite frame. In Section 4 we show that in many
scenarios, (7) is significantly smaller than (4), largely due to the presence of the square-roots in
(7).
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4. In Section 3.4 we analyze a non-frame-based scheduler in which the tokens for matrix ,  are
placed according to a Poisson process. We call this the Poisson Competition scheduler. For this
scheduler only we assume that the load on each input and output is strictly less than  . We show
using the Brownian approximation [17] that,

(+*
= Ð

?
}´Ê

£

	
¦D	
¦D	
	.(/*
A	
: (8)
where 	 is the load. The latency  (+*
t
does not make much sense for this scheduler since the
event in (3) would fail with probability one as we require that the inequality in (3) holds for all
f .
Comparison with single server polling
We remark that our problem is significantly different from the single server polling problem (e.g.
see [18] and references therein) in which a single server has to poll a set of clients at predetermined
frequencies. Note that in our problem it is not sufficient for each matrix ,  to be served at evenly
spaced intervals of  
9

slots. This is because input-output pair - is served whenever a matrix in
F
(+* is served. If l : ¹ÒÑÓF (+* and ,  and ,"Ô are served close together then the service to - is bursty
even though each permutation matrix might receive smooth service. Note however that we cannot
in isolation change the schedule to improve service for one particular input-output pair since each
permutation matrix is a member of F(+* for  different pairs - .
Previous work
As mentioned earlier, papers that analyze schedulers based on decomposing the rate matrix include
[1, 2, 3]. Analyses of MWM-type schedulers can be found in, for example, [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Frame-
based schedulers were presented in [19, 20]. If the switch fabric has an internal speedup of ? then it is
known that it can emulate output-queued switches (in which there is no contention at the inputs) [21,
22, 23]. In [24], an algorithm is presented whose aim is to “track” an idealized fluid policy.
If the switch is sufficiently underloaded then tight delay bounds can be achieved. In [25] it is
shown that if the total load on any input or output is at most one quarter of the link rate, then it is
possible to serve each - pair at least once every nJ	.(/* steps.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive some useful facts about
the event,

xS(/*

dce
:
de
y@
	)(+*;ÕÖb¡ . In Section 3 we present our four schedulers and analyze
them in detail. In Section 4 we present some numerical results to evaluate our bounds for specific rate
matrices. We defer proofs of some of our results to the Appendices.
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2 Preliminary Analysis
Observe that the event (1) is equivalent to:
ﬁ×

¨
«©¬xw(+*

de
:
dce3Ai	.(/*;¤¥
(+*
8

:
x

C
:
deSAi¦0fAmn¡
s
Since there is a point at the left end of the interval  de : de[A'i , the probability of the above event is
with respect to Palm probability [26]. This amounts to the equivalent representation,
ﬁ×

¨

×ﬁØ
qw©&xS(+*
NÙÚ:7Ù
Ai	.(+*L¤¥
(+*
8

:
x

C
:nÙ
Aiª0ÆfA
:
x

C
:nÙ
ª0ÆfUmn¡
s
Unfortunately, it is hard in general to calculate the probability of the above event since there is too
much dependence between the constituent events. It is however feasible for the case of point processes
with independent increments. An example of this special case is the Poisson Competition scheduler
that we analyze in Section 3.4 using a ÛÖ$>ÜL@ÌÝ queue.
In the remainder of the section, we try to define a subevent of (1) whose probability is easier to
bound in the general case. To that end, let Û eﬁÂ

be the good event

x
(+*

d
e
:
d
e
y@
w	
(+*
¤2Ö¡ .
Let ÞﬃeﬁÂ

be the bad event Þﬃe@Â

0 Ûwe@Â

.
Let ß 8b: ß
=
Ñ
y and ßt : ßàwÑ y satisfy
ß
8
Aß
=
AmÉß
t
Aß
à
b 	
(+*ﬃ4

:
where m0 (+*8 :  (+*
=
or 
(+*
t
, depending on our calculation.
Let iG0fAß 8 and let Ù 0ÆfAß
=
. Note that Ù and i are integers.
Lemma 3 Suppose that xS(/* áÙÚ: iJª¥	)(+*;iJ Ù ß[t7Aß[à7 and NÙÚ: i {  de : dce
y@
 . Then, xS(/*  dce : de
y@

	)(+*;¤¥Ö .
1
Proof: We have,
xw(+*

dce
:
dce
y@
âmxS(+*
áÙÚ:
iJ
	)(+*;¤i²
Ù
ÊÉßtAÆßà7
0Æ	)(+*;fA¥ß
8
Êm¤fAß
=
Êmß[tAß[à> 	)(+*
0Æ	)(+*;¤mß
8
Aß
=
Êmß[tAß[à> 	)(+*
	)(+*;¤¥Ö
s
The first two inequalities come from the assumptions of the lemma. The first equality comes from the
definitions of Ù and i . The final inequality comes from our constraint on the ß ’s. ã
1Note that we are interested to the values of ä such that äåvæ . This implies äåç \è ç _ , which is equivalent to
éhê¬ë
. For äÓìUæ the inequalities in (1), (2), (3) do indeed hold.
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From the definition of Û«e@Â

, Lemma 3 implies
Û«eﬁÂ
¥í

xS(+*
NÙÚ:
i	)(+*;¤i²
Ù
ÊÉßtAÆßà7b¡«î

áÙÚ:
i
{

dce
:
de
y@
b¡
s (9)
By the above results we can focus on the quantity xS(/* áÙÚ: iJ and the relationship between the inter-
vals áÙÚ: iJ and  de : de
y@
 . However, for the random processes we consider, each interval NÙÚ: i will be
dependent on too many other intervals. The way to solve this problem is to concentrate on intervals
that have one of their endpoints fixed. For this purpose we must refine our results.
Lemma 4 If x  C : i
¸i²AÆß 8 and x  C :nÙ  Ù ß
=
then NÙL: i {  dce : de
y@
 .
Proof: Since iﬃ0ÆfA¥ß 8 , x  C : i
Æi²AÆß 8ï  C : i {  C : dce
y@
 . Similarly, since Ù 0ÆfAÆß
=
,
x

C
:7Ù

Ù
¥ß
=
ï 
C
:nÙ

í

C
:
d e  . Therefore, áÙÚ: iJ
{

C
:
d e
y@
ð

C
:
d e ¦0

d e
:
d e
yq
 . ã
Lemma 5 If xS(+*  C : i	.(/*iñßt and xS(+*  C :nÙ  4 	.(+* Ù A"ßà then xS(+* NÙÚ: i	)(+*;¤i Ù )ÆÉßtòAß[à> .
Proof: We have, xS(+* NÙÚ: iª0xS(+*  C : iÚÒxS(+*  C :nÙ ¾¤	)(+*i@ß[t>>®	.(/* Ù A]ßà7ª0Æ	)(+*;¤iq Ù >®ÉßtŁAß[à> .
ã
Lemma 4, Lemma 5 and (9) imply,
Û
e@Â

í

x

C
:
i
¸i²Aß
8
¡«î

x

C
:7Ù

Ù
¥ß
=
¡ﬁî
î

xS(+*
áÙÚ:
iJª¥	)(+*;i¢
Ù
ÊmßtªAßà7¡
:
(10)
and,
Ûwe@Â
 í

x

C
:
i
¸i²AÆß
8
¡wî

x

C
:nÙ

Ù
¥ß
=
¡ﬁî
î

xw(+*

C
:
iJª¥	)(+*i¢ßt>¡«î

xS(+*

C
:nÙ

4
	.(/*
Ù
Aß[àÚ¡
s
(11)
If we are interested in calculating  (+*8 then we only need to focus on some fixed f and  .
However, if we are interested in  (/*
t
then we need to know whether Û«eﬁÂ

for all f :  . For the
latter case we have,
e@Â

Ûwe@Â
 í


x

C
:
i
¸i²Aß
8
¡wî
Ø

x

C
:nÙ

Ù
¥ß
=
¡@î
Ø
Â 

xS(/*
áÙÚ:
iJª¥	)(+*;i¢
Ù
Êmß[tAß[à>¡
s
(12)
and,
e@Â

Û«e@Â
¥í


x

C
:
iJª
ÆihAß
8
¡«î
Ø

x

C
:7Ù

Ù
ß
=
¡ﬁî


xw(+*

C
:
iJ	)(+*i¢ßt>¡«î
Ø

xS(+*

C
:7Ù

4
	)(+*
Ù
AÆßà>¡
s
(13)
We note that since Ù and i are integers we only need to take the intersection over a discrete set of
events.
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Figure 2: Normalized variance of ówô+õ;ö ÷ø)ù÷cø@ú@ûü for varying frame size ý , and þ)ô+õGß ß .
3 Four Schedulers
3.1 Random Permutation
We consider a frame-based scheduler in which the permutation matrices in a frame are scheduled in
random order. More formally, denote by 	ß ö
	ù	>ù7ù	 some fixed order of the token types,
where there are exactly  tokens of type  , ß  ùnù . Let Åß ö ﬀﬁJübùﬂﬃ qübùnù!ﬃýªü! be a
random permutation of the elements ö" ùﬁù7ùný# .
For $ßnùnù7ý we define the schedule by randomly permuting the elements of 	 , i.e.,
%
ø ß	&('
ø*)
ù,+.-*/0$ßnù7ùný1
The schedule is extended for $32ý by concatenating replicas of the schedule % ø , $ß4 ù7ùný .
Notice that the scheduler as defined above fits in the framework of point processes. We can first
construct the counting processes ó5 , Òß6 ù7ù , on ö
@ù( by placing  points uniformly in ö7ﬁù(8 .
Then, ó5 is extended to the whole positive real line by periodic extension of the points in ö
@ù98 .
We first give some elementary properties of the scheduler as described above, and then derive the
latencies. By a routine combinatorial argument we obtain, for :òß4 ù7ù;=<?>Êö  ô+õJùﬂ@A ,
BDCFE
ô+õ*G HøJIKHøqú@ûﬃLNMPOQLRM
S
O
T=U
S
V
ô/õ
U
O
T
V
ô/õ
I
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where ¹ (+*ﬃ0 >HI;KM ¹  . Notice that the probability does not depend on f , which reflects the fact that
the process is stationary. The above explicit expression would enable us to compute the latency  (+*8
from (1). As an aside, note that for fixed  , xS(+*  de : de
y@
 , as º Ç
¿
, converges in distribution
to Binomial random variable ( , 	 (/* ) (this can be checked, for example, by Stirling’s formula). The
variance of xS(+*  de : dce
y@
 is given by,
·
=
(+*
ª0
ºÊ=
ºv
	)(+*;¦	.(/*

º
ª

º
s
It forms a bridge ( ·Q=
(+*
Cqw0¾·Q=
(+*
ﬂº¦«0C , with the global maximum on  Ñ  C : ºª± , at  0¾ºªq? ); see
Figure 2. Note also that, ·Q=
(+*
ªÇ ºB	)(+*;ª	)(+*
 W
¦
 W , as º'Ç
¿
.
We obtain simple asymptotic expressions for the latencies  (+*
=
and  (+*
t
. For reasons of space, the
proofs are deferred to the Appendices.
Proposition 6 As º'Ç ¿ ,

(+*
=
Ç

?
}´

£

	
(/*
m º
s
It is worth mentioning that the latency scales with the frame length º as X
Í
ºª .
We have the following result for the latency  (+*
t
.
Proposition 7 As º'Ç ¿ ,

(+*
t
Ç ¯

	)(+*
 º
: (14)
where ¯ is the positive solution of
Ô

8
ÉÏn¹J=>¯ m $ZYq=
ÔK[]\
0Æ£ .
Note that the latency  (+*
t
also scales with the frame length º as X
Í
ºª , but with a different
constant. In Figure 3 we plot values for  (+*
=
and  (+*
t
determined empirically together with the above
limits for different values of º .
3.2 Random-Phase Periodic Competition
Let Ë  , l¬0¾ : snsns : < , be a collection of independent uniformly distributed random variables on  C : J± .
We define the scheduler as follows; for each l¬0 : sns7s : < ,
x
Q
C
:
iª0
e@q
ÀÚÁ
 Â Ã

fUm
9

A

9

Ë


s
Thus the tokens for matrix ,  form a periodic stream of period n
9

with the random phase shift
Ë


9

.
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Figure 3: (Circles and bottom curve) Empirical values and limit curve for ^ ô+õ

. (Crosses and top curve)
Empirical values and limit curve for ^ ô/õ_ . ` ßa9b .
We assume that the cd have the property that we can define a frame-based scheduler (see the
Introduction). Therefore we only need to concentrate on the time interval ý . For any interval öfeÚùﬂgJü ,
ó5Qö
eLùﬂgü1hicdDjglkme>üRkn . This implies,
ówô+õ;öfeÚùﬂgü1h
poqsr7t
bcuvgwkme>üRki ü1x óSô+õ;ö
eÚù!gü1hþ)ô+õsjglkme>üRkzy
{ô+õ*y

We follow the method of Section 2 and set gßm$}|~@k , e1ßm$}| , where bù are defined
below. For any permutation matrix  , let vß Łcdg . Then ó5Qö
@ùﬂgJü ß| where  is a
binary random variable with mean cdgwkm . Let DßÊö

ß

 cdgkmZLü°ßgwk

Z . We
have,
ó'ö
@ù!gü1Pgl|

 |3Lü1Pgl|


Pgl|Rk




P|ﬁ
Therefore, by Hoeffding’s inequality [27], wﬂó'ö7ﬁùﬂgJühgﬃ|ü ﬂ u¡Rbk¢ ü  *"ü£ Similarly,
wﬂó'ö
@ùe>ü¤¥e5k>ü¦ﬂ 0¡§ kŁ7ü

*"ü . Let,  ß¥ß b¨*qüR©(ª">RŁﬁý}|iJü ù let  _ ß
« ß4yf{ô/õ*y
* and let,
^
ô+õ
_
ß£y
{ô+õsyfJþ)ô+õüN|iŁﬀ| (nª">RŁﬁý}|iJüüﬁ
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Then, by the above Hoeffding bounds and the containment (12) from Section 2 we have,
¬

(+* e


x (+*

d e
:
d

	 (+*  
(+*
t
b¡q
 ¦
W

6Ý8
¬
ﬂx

C
:
iJª¥ihAß
8
Ê
W
Ø
68
¬
ﬂx

C
:7Ù


Ù
ß
=

 ¦
W

6Ý8¢­ﬂ®0¯

Yq=8°
±,²
Ã [
5
Ê
W
Ø
6Ý8¢­ﬂ®0¯

Yq=8°
±
[
Ã [
5

 ¦
=
W
=
W
y
8
s
(15)
(Note that since we are considering a finite frame we only need sum over ÙÚ: iﬃÑ   : sns7s : ºª¡ .)
Hence with probability  ?@ºÉ?ﬁºvAÎJ , the rate-latency condition (3) holds for all - . We now
show how to derandomize the algorithm so that condition (3) holds with probability  .
Derandomization
We use the method of conditional probabilities (see e.g. [16]) that is motivated by the following lemma
(which we prove in Appendix C).
Lemma 8 Let ³ 8: sns7s : ³)e
²
be a set of random variables, let ´ 8b: sns7s : ´]e
[
be a set of independent
binary random variables and let · 8: sns7s : ·ﬁesµ be a set of events such that for some functions ­n(+*Lb¶ ,
¬
·Ł(
Ä
¯w
4·

e
[
*
68
­n(+*;v´]*
Ä
¯w±
: (16)
for any event ¯ . Then there exists a set of values ¸ 8 : snsns : ¸ e
²
such that,
(
¬
ﬂ·ﬁ(
Ä
³
8
0¹¸
8:
sns7s
:
³)e
²
0¹¸@e
²

4
(
·

e
[
*
68
­n(+*;v´]*±
s
In particular if
(
·

e
[
*
6Ý8
­ (+*;j´]* ±ñ
 and ·ﬁ( is completely determined by ³ 8: s7sns : ³)e
²
then,
(
¬
ﬂ·ﬁ(
Ä
³
8
0¹¸
8:
sns7s
:
³Łe
²
0¹¸@e
²
ª0C
s
To compute ¸(º given ¸ 8 : s7sns : ¸(º
Y
8
we minimize,
(
·

e
[
*
68
­n(/*;j´]*
Ä
³
8
0¹¸
8b:
sns7s
:
³
º
0¹¸
º
±0
(
e
[
*
68
·

­n(/*;j´]*
Ä
³
8
0¹¸
8b:
s7sns
:
³
º
0¹¸
º
±
:
as we vary ¸(º over the full range of ³Jº . (Recall that the random variables ´ * are independent and so
we can exchange the expectation with the product).
To apply this lemma in our setting we take ³ 8: s7sns : ³)e
²
to be the random phase shifts Ë 8: s7sns : Ë 5 ;
´
8:
sns7s
:
´]e
[
to be binary random variables of the form x Q C : iÊ6»
9

i¼ and · 8b: s7sns : ·ﬁe*µ to be events
of the form

x

C
:
ii²Aß
8
¡ or

x

C
:nÙ


Ù
¥ß
=
¡ . The functions ­n(+*Lb¶ are defined by,
¬
x

C
:
ii²AÆß
8

4
$
Y(½°

y*±1²
Ã
·

5
768
$
½¾§¿
Á
nÂ Ã
±
: (17)
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where À30}´ÊbÁ;ÂŁ(ÂÝÃÁ , Âk0iÝ
5
768
»
9

i¼ﬁbq< , ÁG0iQAUß
8

5
>6Ý8
»
9

i¼ﬁbq< . A similar
inequality holds for
¬
x

C
:nÙ


Ù
ß
=
 .
In the derivation of (15) we showed that,
W

68
¬
ﬂx

C
:
ii²AÆß
8
BA
W
Ø
68
¬
x

C
:nÙ


Ù
¥ß
=
 4
?@º
?ﬁºUAm
:
using Hoeffding bounds that are derived from (17). Hence by Lemma 8 there exist fixed values
Ä
8:
s7sns
:
Ä
5 for the initial phase shifts such that x  C : iw
Ói¦A ß 8 for all i and x  C :nÙ « Ù  ß
=
for
all Ù .
The one complication that arises in the calculation of the Ä  is that the Ë  are continuous random
variables, they do not take discrete values. However, as Ë  is varied between C and  , x Q C : iŁÅ»
9

i¼
changes from C to  at one discrete point. Hence it is sufficient to consider only ºA values of Ë  .
The right-hand side of (17) may be computed in time polynomial in < and º , even if some of the
phase shifts have already been fixed. Hence, we can fix the value of Ë  in time polynomial in < and
º .
Theorem 9 The resulting deterministic scheduler satisfies (3) with,

(+*
t
0
Ä
F(/*
Ä
	.(/*
A?A ?ﬁ<}´Ê?@ºvA 
s
3.3 Random-Distortion Periodic Competition
Let Ë  e , l0 : snsns : < , fÑ y , be a collection of independent uniformly distributed random vari-
ables on  C :  ± . We define the scheduler as follows; for each l¬0¾ : s7sns : < ,
x
Q
C
:
iª0ÆfA
ÀsÆ
¿bÇpÈsÉÊ¿

Y
e
:
where f0Ë»
9

iF¼ . Another interpretation is: the f th point of the l th token type is placed uniformly
at random in the interval  f¦
9
;:
¤fA 
9

 .
We make use of the containment (13) from Section 2. We apply Hoeffding bounds in a similar
manner to the previous subsection to obtain.
¬
ﬂx

C
:
iJª¥i²AÆß
8

4
­ﬂ®u¯
?ñÉß
8

=
@<"
:
¬
x

C
:nÙ


Ù
¥ß
=

4
­ﬂ®u¯
ﬂ?ß
=

=
@<"
:
¬
ﬂxS(/*

C
:
i
4
	)(+*i¢ßt7
4
­ﬂ®u¯
?ñÉßt7
=

Ä
F(+*
Ä

:
¬
xS(+*

C
:nÙ
	.(+*
Ù
Aß[à>
4
­ﬂ®u¯
ﬂ?ß[à>
=

Ä
F(+*
Ä

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Let, Ì
8
¤i 0
¬
ﬂx

C
:
ii²AÆß
8
BA
(+*
¬
ﬂxw(+*

C
:
iJª
Æ	)(+*i¢ßt7
:
Ì
=

Ù
 0
¬
ﬂx

C
:7Ù
ª

Ù
¥ß
=
BA
(+*
¬
xS(+*

C
:nÙ
¸	.(+*
Ù
Aß[à>
:
Ì 0 ¢AmÉÏñÉ?ﬁ>=AÆ?@¦¬~´9Í
9
ÍL
:
ß
8
0ß
=
0 <;?@R¶@}´«Ì
:
ßt«0ß[à 0 
Ä
F(+*
Ä
q?qR¶@}´«Ì
:

(+*
t
0 ß
8
Aß
=
Amß[tAß[à7b 	)(+*
s
For fixed Î and Ï we have,
ÌlÐÑ
Ï8ÒNÓ
ÌÕÔÖÑ
ÎZÒ#×
Ñ Ø(Ù
Ô
Ó
Ø
Ò
Ú Û
Note that we cannot apply a union bound over Î and Ï as we did in the previous subsection because
Î and Ï range over the entire interval Ü
Ý(ÞßÒ . However, note that if
ÌàÐpÑ
ÏÒ,á
ÌÕÔÖÑ
ÎZÒ1áiÝ for all ÎZÞﬂÏ then
from (13) we know that (3) holds for all âÞ!ã with probability ä . Hence we focus on derandomizing
the algorithm.
Derandomization
Instead of placing the å th token for matrix æÃÍ at random into the interval Ü åç*èdÍsÞ
Ñ
åAÓä8Ò£ç*èdÍÒ , we
now wish to place it deterministically. Let éêáë
Ø
çìîí"ï
Í
è
Íð . We divide time into intervals of length
é , namely, Ü7Ý9ÞéÒﬁÞ9Ü
é#Þ
Ø
éÒ£ÞÛÛÛ . Let ñò be the set of tokens that fall into the interval Ü óﬀé#Þ
Ñ
óôÓä8Ò£éÒ
with probability ä , i.e. the å th token for matrix æÍ is in ñò if and only if Ü åç*èdÍsÞ
Ñ
å~ÓõäÒﬁç(èuÍsÒ¨ö
Ü óﬃéÞ
Ñ
ó¨ÓPäÒﬁéÒ . Let ÷
ò
be the set of tokens that are not in ñ
òsø
for any óù and that fall into the interval
Ü
Ñ
óú
Ð
Ô
Òﬁé#Þ
Ñ
ó}Ó
Ð
Ô
Ò£éÒ with probability ä . We have chosen é sufficiently large so that all tokens are in
ñ
òüû
÷
ò for some ó .
Suppose inductively that for ó#ù,ýzó we have fixed the positions of all the tokens in ñ ò
ø
û
÷
ò
ø
.
Since none of the tokens that have already been fixed affect the interval Ü óﬀéÞ
Ñ
óÓêä8Ò£éÒ , our previous
analysis implies, þ
òJß
Ð 

ò

ÌàÐÑ
ÏÒNÓ
þ
òJß
Ð 

ò

ÌÔÖÑ
ÎpÒ1×

þ
Ô

ß
Ô 

Û
By applying the method of conditional probabilities in a similar manner to Section 3.2, we can fix the
positions of tokens in ñ ò one after the other so that we still have,
þ
òJß
Ð 

ò

ÌàÐÑ
ÏÒNÓ
þ
òJß
Ð 

ò

ÌÔÖÑ
ÎpÒ1×

þ
Ô

ß
Ô 

Û
Here, the constituent probabilities of
ÌàÐpÑ
Ï8Ò and
ÌÔÖÑ
ÏÒ are now conditioned on the fact that the tokens
in ñ
ò
are fixed. Therefore,
þ
òÊß


 

þ
ò	


 

ÌàÐpÑ
ÏÒNÓ
þ
òÊß


 

þ
ò	


 

ÌÕÔÖÑ
ÎpÒ ×
þ
òÊß
Ð 

þ
ò	
Ð 

ÌlÐÑ
Ï8ÒNÓ
þ
òÊß
Ð 

þ
ò	
Ð 

ÌÕÔÖÑ
ÎZÒ
×
Ô

þ
Ô

ß
Ô 

ý äÛ
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By the method of conditional probabilities we can fix the positions of tokens in ÷ ò so that we still
have, þ
òÊß


 

þ
ò	


 

ÌlÐÑ
Ï8ÒNÓ
þ
òJß


 

þ
ò



 

ÌÔÖÑ
ÎpÒ#×
Ô

þ
Ô

ß
Ô 

ý äÛ
All tokens in ñ ò¤û ÷ ò are now fixed and so we have a deterministic schedule up to time
Ñ
óôÓ
Ð
Ô
Òﬁé .
Recall that
ÌàÐÑ
ÏÒ and
ÌÔJÑ
ÎpÒ are sums of probabilities. Therefore
ÌàÐpÑ
ÏÒ=á
ÌÔÖÑ
ÎpÒîá Ý for all ÎZÞﬂÏ
Ü
Ñ
ó~ú
Ð
Ô
Òﬁé#Þ
Ñ
ó3Ó
Ð
Ô
Ò£éÒ . This process can be repeated indefinitely.
Theorem 10 The resulting deterministic scheduler satisfies (3) with,


á
ä


Ø


ï
Ú
Ó
ÑŁØ
Óﬀ
Øﬂﬁﬃ
ï
Ú
Ò£Û
Adaptation to the substochastic case
For the previous three schedulers, we have assumed that the rate matrix æ is doubly stochastic, i.e.



á ä and



á ä . For the case in which æ is only substochastic, i.e.



× ä and



× ä , it is known by a result of von Neumann (see e.g. [1]) that there exists a matrix æù with
â ã entry  ù

such that   ×  ù

for all â ã and æ ù is doubly stochastic. In this case, we can apply all
the results of this paper to the matrix æ ù to obtain latencies 
Ð
,

Ô
and   . Note that the â ã traffic
might not be able to use all the service it is offered. In this case the residual bandwidth can be used
for best-effort traffic.
For our final scheduler we require that the load on each input and output is strictly less than ä .
3.4 Poisson Competition
Let !5Í be Poisson process with intensity èdÍ , for all "îáäÞÛÛÛÞ
ﬁ
. Then the following holds.
Lemma 11 For any åÞ# ,
$
Ñ
!

Ü %'&JÞ(%)&
ßﬂ*
Òá,+.Ò#á
#
+
	-
 
Ñ
äú


Ò
*.
-
Û
We give a pedestrian proof of the lemma based on the definition and some elementary properties
of Poisson process in Appendix D. In this case,
Ñ
%)&ÊÞ0/1&JÒ2&ﬂ354 is a marked point process with i.i.d.
marks, where /1&á6" with probability èdÍ . Our naming of this scheduler is inspired by the Poisson
competition theorem (see Theorem 1.3, Chapter 8 in [28]).
It is instructive to observe the following queueing interpretation of the latencies defined in (2) and
(3). In the sequel, assume èdÍ , "îá4äÞÛÛÛÞ
ﬁ
, are such that for all â ã ,
Í87 9;:=<
èdÍá

Ñ
äú

 
Ò , for some
17
ý ä . We require this assumption to ensure stability. In addition, assume that our counting processes
!5Í are extended to the whole real line. Then, it is not difficult to observe that (2) is equivalent to:
>@?

Ü
ÝBA×


 
ÔDC
Þ
where
?

is the unfinished work of a constant rate server with rate
Ñ
ä9ú


Ò and infinite buffer capacity
that is fed with Ýú4ä arrivals !

of intensity 
Ñ
ä ú


Ò (where !

is taken in reverse time). The
above observation is made from Reich’s formula:
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In the present context, this queueing interpretation, along with the above lemma, amounts to
studying the unfinished work of a Geo/D/1 queue. At each time slot, there is an arrival with probability

Ñ
ä,ú

 
Ò each requiring a fixed service of äç
Ñ
ä,ú

 
Ò . The distribution of the unfinished work for
Geo/D/1 queue is known in closed form [29], which in our context gives:
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(If Ú is a fraction, then one may redefine Ú T?á ëﬂäç
Ñ
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ð to obtain a lower bound, provided that
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Ú
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The last would enable one at least in theory to exactly compute the latency 
Ô
in (2). In practice
one may expect numerical instability as  ÚWV ä . The following heuristic argument gives us an ap-
proximation that is numerically stable, but also gives us some insight about the latency. By appealing
to the Brownian approximation (see [17], Sec. 5.7, Equation (7.16)) we claim
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Another approximation can be obtained by considering an M/D/1 queue, which is a continuous time
analog to Geo/D/1, with a notable difference – with Geo/D/1, as opposed to M/D/1, the number
of arrivals over any interval of length # is bounded by # . A simple exponential approximation is
known for M/D/1 ([30], Equation 6.1.6, Section 6.1.2). In Figure 4 we show a numerical comparison
of the approximations mentioned above with their empirical companions. We observe that the above
approximation for
 
Ô
should be good in the heavy-traffic limit as  V ä . It is perhaps interesting to
observe that in the heavy-traffic limit 
Ô
becomes insensitive to   .
As mentioned in the Introduction, the latency   does not make much sense for this scheduler
since the event in (3) would fail with probability one as we require that the inequality in (3) holds for
all å .
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Figure 4: Tail distribution of
?

: (dots) empirical estimate, (dotted line) M/D/1, (solid line) Brownian
approximation.
?

is estimated by averaging over äÝ*Ý(Ý random samples of length ä8Ý(Ý*Ý(Ý .   áÝ(Û ä .
4 Numerical Results
In this section we evaluate some of our bounds for specific rate matrices. Recall that the best possible
latency for input-output pair â ã is äç   . Hence the ratio between the latency provided by the scheduler,

 
 , and the best possible latency is     . For this reason we define ìGFIH        to be the figure of
merit for a scheduler.
We evaluate the bounds (6) and (7) for the deterministic algorithms derived from Random-Phase
Periodic Competition and Random-Distortion Periodic Competition. We compare them with the
bound (4) for PGPS. We would like to use matrices drawn uniformly from the set of doubly-stochastic
matrices. However, we do not know of a method to generate such a matrix uniformly. Hence we use
the following method to generate our example matrices. We start with a uniform matrix in which all
entries are equal to
Ù
çﬂj where jná
ÙkÙ
. We then repeatedly choose parameters â
Ð
Þﬂâ
Ô
Þﬂã
Ð
Þﬂã
Ô
and
l
uniformly at random such that
l
× ì=í?ï
>





Þ





C
. We subtract
l
from      and  



and we
add
l
to    

and  


 . We carry out this operation 100000 times. Note that it preserves the doubly
stochastic nature of the matrix. We also ensure that all entries of the rate matrix are integer multiples
of äçﬂj . Hence we can define frame-based schedulers with frame-length j .
In Figure 5 we plot the value of ìmFH      for different values of
Ù
, the switch size. We see that
except for extremely small switches, the bound for the Random-Distortion scheduler is smaller than
the bound for the Random-Phase scheduler which is in turn smaller than the bound for PGPS.
In Figure 6 we examine how     varies for different pairs â ã . In particular we examine a nﬂo
k
nBo
matrix for which
ﬁ
á
Ø
o
Øﬂp
. For each value of q we plot the fraction of â ã pairs for which  

 

×ﬀq .
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Figure 5: The value of rGsItvuw
x
uwy uwz for switches of varying size.
We see that the bound (6) for the Random-Phase based algorithm is consistently smaller than the
bound (4) for PGPS. The bound (7) for the Random-Distortion based algorithm has a smaller range
than the other two bounds. There are fewer pairs {2| with large values of x
uwy uwz but there are also fewer
pairs {2| with small values of x uw y uwz . The reason for the latter phenomenon is that the bound (7) is
typically larger than the bounds, (4), (6) when the value of }R~u wB} is small.
We remark that we cannot directly compare the expressions (5) and (8) for the Random Permuta-
tion and Poisson Competition schedulers with the bounds (4), (6) and (7) considered in this section.
This is because the expression (5) is a limit and the expression (8) is for y uw , not y uwz .
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have analyzed the latency of four decomposition-based schedulers for input-queued
switches. We believe that there are a number of interesting open problems. First, it is possible that
a tighter analysis of our framework of point processes could lead to better bounds for the existing
schedulers, and may even motivate the construction of new ones. Second, we know of no non-trivial
lower bounds on the best possible latency. It would be interesting to know what is the best value of
rmstuw;x	uwy
uw
z that can be achieved.
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A Proof of Proposition 6
Proof: Given that the schedule is stationary we can take any point å , hence, without loss of generality,
we fix å to Ý . Note that (2) is equivalent to:
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It is known (Doob [32])
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From the above convergence and equating the last limit distribution with i , we obtain the stated result.Á
B Proof of Proposition 7
Proof: First, note that (3) is equivalent to
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Now, similarly as in the proof of Proposition 6, we have the weak limit (see Hajek [33])
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Suppose  is given by (14) for some constant ñ . From the above weak limit we conclude
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Requiring the right-hand side is equal to ä(ú i , for some fixed i ¾êÝ , we recover the desired statement.Á
C Proof of Lemma 8
We now prove Lemma 8.
Proof: Suppose inductively that we have already chosen ü
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The proof follows by induction. =
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. We can exchange the expectation with the product due to the inde-
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in isolation. This is feasible in all our applications of Lemma 8.
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D Proof of Lemma 11
Proof: First note,
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We use an elementary result that a superposition of Poisson processes with finite intensities is Poisson
process. In the last equality, we exploit the independence of increments of Poisson process.
Now, compute:
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where the second equality is from, for any Ł ,
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an integer.
The statement of the lemma follows from the last two identities, by plugging the latter into the
former. =
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